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Rosario Vampire Vol Lesson Seven Exorcist is the seventh volume in the
Rosario Vampire manga series, written and illustrated by Akihisa Ikeda. The
volume was originally published in Japan on March 18, 2005, and was later
released in English by Viz Media on January 23, 2007.

The volume follows the story of Tsukune Aono, a young human boy who
accidentally enrolls in Yokai Academy, a school for monsters. Tsukune
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quickly befriends a group of monsters, including Moka Akashiya, a vampire;
Kurumu Kurono, a werewolf; Yukari Sendo, a ghost; and Ginei Morioka, a
zombie. Together, they face a variety of challenges, including a vampire
hunter named Father Iscariot and a group of demons led by Alucard.

Rosario Vampire Vol Lesson Seven Exorcist is a captivating supernatural
tale that explores the themes of love, darkness, and the battle between
good and evil. The volume features a cast of memorable characters,
exciting action sequences, and a complex and engaging story. Fans of
supernatural anime and manga will not want to miss this volume.

Story

Rosario Vampire Vol Lesson Seven Exorcist begins with Tsukune and his
friends preparing for the upcoming school festival. However, their plans are
interrupted when they are attacked by a group of demons led by Alucard.
The demons are after Moka's Rosario, a powerful artifact that can control
vampires. Tsukune and his friends must fight to protect Moka and the
Rosario, but they are quickly overwhelmed by the demons' power.

Just when all hope seems lost, a new ally arrives in the form of Seere, an
exorcist. Seere is a powerful demon hunter who has been tracking Alucard
for years. With Seere's help, Tsukune and his friends are able to defeat
Alucard and his demons. However, their victory is short-lived, as they soon
learn that there is a greater evil at work.

The rest of the volume follows Tsukune and his friends as they investigate
the mysterious disappearance of several students. They soon discover that
the students have been kidnapped by a group of vampires who are
planning to use them in a ritual to summon a powerful demon. Tsukune and



his friends must race against time to stop the vampires and save their
friends.

Characters

Rosario Vampire Vol Lesson Seven Exorcist features a cast of memorable
characters, including:

Tsukune Aono: A young human boy who accidentally enrolls in Yokai
Academy. Tsukune is a kind and compassionate boy who quickly
befriends a group of monsters. He is also a talented fighter, and he is
determined to protect his friends from harm.

Moka Akashiya: A vampire who is Tsukune's close friend and love
interest. Moka is a powerful vampire, but she is also kind and caring.
She is always willing to help her friends, and she is determined to
protect Tsukune from harm.

Kurumu Kurono: A werewolf who is Tsukune's close friend. Kurumu is
a hot-headed and impulsive werewolf, but she is also loyal and caring.
She is always willing to fight for her friends, and she is determined to
protect Tsukune from harm.

Yukari Sendo: A ghost who is Tsukune's close friend. Yukari is a shy
and timid ghost, but she is also kind and caring. She is always willing
to help her friends, and she is determined to protect Tsukune from
harm.

Ginei Morioka: A zombie who is Tsukune's close friend. Ginei is a slow
and clumsy zombie, but he is also kind and caring. He is always willing
to help his friends, and he is determined to protect Tsukune from harm.



Seere: An exorcist who is a powerful demon hunter. Seere is a
mysterious and enigmatic figure, but he is also a powerful ally to
Tsukune and his friends.

Alucard: A powerful demon who is the leader of a group of demons.
Alucard is a cruel and sadistic demon, and he is determined to obtain
Moka's Rosario.

Themes

Rosario Vampire Vol Lesson Seven Exorcist explores a variety of themes,
including:

Love: The volume explores the power of love to overcome darkness
and evil. Tsukune's love for Moka and his friends gives him the
strength to fight against the demons and protect those he cares about.

Darkness: The volume also explores the dark side of human nature.
The demons in the volume represent the evil that can lurk in the hearts
of men. Tsukune and his friends must learn to face their own darkness
in order to overcome the demons.

Good vs evil: The volume is a classic tale of good vs evil. Tsukune
and his friends represent the forces of good, while Alucard and his
demons represent the forces of evil. The volume explores the struggle
between good and evil, and it ultimately shows that good can triumph
over evil.

Rosario Vampire Vol Lesson Seven Exorcist is a captivating supernatural
tale that explores the themes of love, darkness, and the battle between
good and evil. The volume features a cast of memorable characters,



exciting action sequences, and a complex and engaging story. Fans of
supernatural anime and manga will not want to miss this volume.
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